Hypothesis

- Ha1= Extraversion is an significant recurrent core quality of the cutting edge entrepreneurs
- Ho1= Extraversion is not an significant recurrent core quality of the cutting edge entrepreneurs
- Ha2= Agreeableness is an significant recurrent core quality of the cutting edge entrepreneurs
- Ho2= Agreeableness is not an significant recurrent core quality of the cutting edge entrepreneurs
- Ha3= Conscientiousness is an significant recurrent core quality of the cutting edge entrepreneurs
- Ho3= Conscientiousness is not an significant recurrent core quality of the cutting edge entrepreneurs
- Ha4= Neuroticism is an significant recurrent core quality of the cutting edge entrepreneurs
- Ho4= Neuroticism is not an significant recurrent core quality of the cutting edge entrepreneurs
- Ha5= Intellect is an significant recurrent core quality of the cutting edge entrepreneurs
- Ho5= Intellect is not an significant recurrent core quality of the cutting edge entrepreneurs